Belgium, November 2014

Greetings North American Euromi customers,

No matter where Physicians acquired the Nutational Infrasonic technology we want to thank you for choosing Euromi.

As many of you know this unique technology has been trademarked as different things over the years including “Tickle Lipo”, “VibroLipo” even “Power Assisted” since it is pneumatically powered technology. The purpose of this letter is to clarify what has now been in place for 11 months. The only authorized distribution of Euromi technology in the North America is Nutational North America, LLC.

The former distributor’s Medical Alliance Services from Dallas, TX and their Sub-distributor Millennium Medical Technologies from Lake Forest, CA. are NOT authorized to sell Euromi products, including Eva sp liposculpture devices or authorized parts and accessories.

Any use of unauthorized parts may affect the FDA registration of the technology. For this reason, use of unauthorized parts and accessories will invalidate Euromi’s manufacturer’s warranty.

We at Euromi, S.A. are very excited for the new distribution and many positive responses we have received by many of our customers about our technology and our new distributors. We have active clinical studies for continued validation of the liposculpture, fat grafting and regenerative medicine applications of the technology.

We encourage you to reach out to Nutational North America to become part of our family as we move forward into the future. They can be easily reached at 1-800-713-3220 or through www.nutationalnorthamerica.com

Respectfully,

Marc Dauvister
Managing Director
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